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Abstract : This paper describes a computationally m o r e
efficient and adaptive threshold e s t i m a t i o n m etho d for
image de-noising in the wavelet domain based on
Generalized Gaussian Distribution (GGD) modelling of sub
band coefficients. In this method, the choice of the
threshold estimation is carried out by analyzing the
statistical parameters of the wavelet sub band coefficients
like standard deviation, arithmetic mean and geometrical
mean. The noisy image is first decomposed into many levels
to obtain different frequency bands. Then soft thresholding
method is used to remove the noisy coefficients, by fixing
the optimum thresholding value by the proposed method.
Experimental results on several test images by using this
method show that this method yields significantly superior
image quality and better Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR). Here, in this paper, the role of wavelet based
image de-noising by adaptive thresholding technique is
discussed.
Keywords - Image De-noising, Wavelet Transform,
Gaussian Noise, Filter Banks and Thresholding.
In t r o du ctio n - An image is often corrupted by noise in its
acqu1s1tton and transmi ssion . For example during the image
acquisition, the performance of imaging sensors is affected
by a variety of factors, such -as environmental conditions
and by the quality of the sensing elements themselves. For
instance, i n acquiring images with a CCD camera, light
levels and sensor temperature are major factors affecting the
amount of noise in the resulting image. Images are also
corrupted during transmission, due to interference in the
channel used for transmission. Image de-noisi ng techniques
are necessary to remove such random additive noises while
retaining as much as possible the important signal features.
The main objective of these types of random noise removal
is to suppress the noise while preserving the original image
details. Statistical filters like Average filter [i] [ii], Wiener
filter [iii] can be used for removing such noises but the
wavelet based de-noising techniques proved better results
than these filters. In general, image de-noising imposes a
compromise between noise reduction and preserving
significant image details. The wavelet representation naturally
facilitates the construction of such spatially adaptive
algorithms. It compresses essential information in a signal into
relatively few, large coefficients, which represent image details
at different resolution scales. In recent years there has been a
fair amount of research on wavelet thresholding and threshold
selection for signal and image de-noising [viii], because
wavelet provides an appropriate basis for separate for noisy
signal from image signal. Many wavelet based .thresholding
techniques like VisuShrink [vii], BayesShrink [v] have proved
better efficiency in image de-noising. We describe here an
efficient thresholding technique for de-noising by analyzing the
statistical parameters of the wav let coefficients.
doi : 10.17950/ijset/v5s3/307

DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM- The DWT is
identical to a hierarchical subband system where the
subbands are logarithmically spaced in frequency and
represent octave-band decomposition . Due to the decomposition
of an image using the DWT [x] the original image is transformed
into four pieces which is normally labeled as LL, LH, HL and
HH as in the schematic depicted in Fig.1 (a).The LL subband
can be further decomposed into four subbands labelled as LL2,·
LH2, HL2 and HH2 as shown in Fig. I (b).

Fig. 1(a) One Level

Fig. 1(b) Two Level

Fig. 1 Image decomposition by using DWT
The LL piece comes from low pass filtering in both directions
and it is the most like original picture and so is called the
approximation. The remaining pieces are called detailed
components. The HL comes from low pass filtering n the vertical
direction and high pass filtering in the horizontal direction and so
has the label HL. The visible detail in the sub-image, such as
edges, has an overall vertical orientation since their alignment is
perpendicular to the direction, of the high pass filtering and they
are called vertical details. The remaining components have
analogous explanations. The filters LD and HD shown in Fig. 2
are one-dimensional Low Pass Filter (LPF) and High Pass Filter
(HPF) respectively for image decomposition. To obtain the next
level of decomposition, sub band LL1 alone is further
decomposed. This process continues until some final scale is
reached. The decomposed image can be reconstructed using a
reconstruction filter as shown in Fig. 3. Here, the filters LR and
HR represent low pass and high pass reconstruction filters
respectively. Here, since the image size is not changed after
decomposition this DWT is called critically sampled
transform without having any redundancy.

Fig. 2 Wavelet Filter bank for one-level image decomposition
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of actual signal. For this, wavelet based method commonly used
the highest frequency subband of the decomposition. In the DWT
of the image, the HH1 subband contains mainly noise. For
estimating the noise level we use the relation proposed by
Donoho [1][6], which is denoted as
σ=

Fig. 3 Wavelet Filter bank for one-level image reconstruction
WAVELET THRESHOLDING- Let f = {fij,i,j=1,2,....M}
denotes a M x M matrix of original image to be recovered
and M is some integer power of 2. During the transmission,
the signal f is corrupted by independent and identically
distributed (i,i,d) zero mean, white Gaussian noise nij with
standard deviation σ i.e. nij - N(0, σ2) and at the receiver end,
the noisy observation gij=ftj+nij is obtained . The goal is to
estimate the signal f from the noisy observations gij such that
the Mean Square Error (MSE) is minimum. To achieve this the
gij is transformed into wavelet domain, which decomposes the
gij into many sub bands as explained in section 2, which
separates the signal into so many frequency bands. The small
coefficients in the sub-bands are dominated by noise, while
coefficients with large absolute value carry more signal
information than noise. Replacing noisy coefficients (small
coefficients below · certain value) by zero and an inverse
wavelet transform may lead to reconstruction that has lesser
noise. Normally Hard Thresholding and Soft Thresholding
techniques are used for such de-noising process. Hard and Soft
thresholding [xi] with threshold λ are defined as follows.
The hard thresholding operator is defined as
D(U, λ) = U for all ǀUǀ ˃λ
= 0 otherwise …… (1)
The soft thresholding operator on the other hand is defined as
D(U, λ) = sgn(U)*max(0, ǀUǀ -λ) …… (2)
Hard thresholding is "keep or kill" procedure and is more
intuitively appealing and also it introduces artifacts in the
recovered images. But Soft thresholding is more efficient and it
is used for the entire algorithm for the following reasons: Soft
thresholding has been shown to achieve near minmax rate over
a large number of Bessov spaces [ix]. Moreover, it is also found
to yield visually more pleasing images. The above factors
motivate us to use this Soft thresholding in this proposed denoising method.
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS FOR THRESHOLD
VALUE- Finding an optimum threshold value (λ) for soft
thresholding is not an easy task. A small threshold value will
pass all the noisy coefficients and hence the resultant de-noised
signal may still be noisy. A large threshold value on the other
hand, makes more number of coefficients as zero which leads to
smooth signal and destroys details and in · image processing
may cause blur and artifacts. So, optimum threshold value
should be found out, which is adaptive to different subband
characteristics. Here, we describe an efficient method for fixing
the threshold value for de-noising by analyzing the statistical
parameters of the wavelet coefficients. The threshold value (T),
for soft thresholding technique is
T = C σ – (AM-GM) …… (3)
Here σ is the noise variance of the corrupted image. In some
applications of image de-noising, the value of the input noise
variance is known, or can be measured based on the
information other than the corrupted data. If this is not the case,
one has to estimate it from the input data, eliminating the input
doi : 10.17950/ijset/v5s3/307

, Yij ϵ subband HH1........ (4)

Normally in wavelet sub bands, as the level increases the
coefficients of the subband becomes smoother. For example the
subband HL2 is smoother than the corresponding subband in
the first level (HL1) and so the threshold value of HL2 should
be smaller than that for HL1 . The term C is included for this
purpose to make the threshold value as decomposition level
dependent which is given as
C = 2 (L - k)
....... (5)
Where, L is the no. of wavelet decomposition level, k is the level
at which the subband is available (for HL2, k=2). The term | AM
– GM | is the absolute value of difference between Arithmetic
Mean and Geometric Mean of the subband coefficients. This term
is the measure of the smoothness of the image to be de-noised. If
an image is having more edges, then the noisy wavelet
coefficients of the image should be removed by fixing slightly
lower threshold value so as to keep the image edges undisturbed.
This can be achieved by this term, since small value of this term
indicates that the subband is having smooth edges and vice versa.
This term makes the threshold value as image dependent and
helps to preserve the image edges to some extent, which results in
better image quality. The Arithmetic Mean and Geometric Mean
of the subband matrix X (ij) are denoted as,
Arithmetic Mean (AM) =

Geometric Mean (GM) =

……. (6)

……. (7)

Thus each term in equation (3) has its own importance
as explained above to make the threshold value more
adaptive to sub-band coefficients as well as level of
decomposition.
IMAGE
DE-NOISlNG
ALGORITHM - The
Complete algorithm of proposed wavelet based denoising technique is explained in the following steps.






Perform the DWT of the noisy image up to 2 levels
(L=2) to obtain seven sub bands which are named as
HH1, LH1, HL1, HH2, LH2, HL2 and LL2.
Compute the threshold value for each subband, except
the LL2 band using equation (3), after finding out its
following terms.
a) Obtain the noise variance using the equation (4).
b) Find the term C for each subband using the relation
given in equation (5).
c) Calculate the term |AM-GM| using the equations
(6) and (7).
Threshold the all subband coefficients (except LL2)
using Soft Thresholding technique given in equation (2),
by substituting the threshold value obtained in the step 2.
Perform the inverse DWT to reconstruct the de-noised
image.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONThe above algorithm has been applied on several ·natural
gray scale test images like Lena, Barbara and Seed of size
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512 x 512, at different Gaussian noise of levels: (Standard
Deviation) σ = 1 5, 20, 25, 30, 35. Here, we used
‘Daubechies’ (Db4) [xii], the least asymmetric compactly
supported wavelet at two levels of decomposition. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed method, it is
compared with BayesShrink VisuShrink, average filter
and wiener filter using Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
[xiii], which is defined as
PSNR = 10 log10

dB ……. (8)

Where, MSE denotes the Mean Square Error between
the original and de-noised images, and is given as
MSE =

…….. (9)

· Where,
·
M - Width of image
·
N - Height of Image
P - Noisy Image or processed Image
X - Original Image

Fig. 4 De-noising of ‘Lena’ image corrupted by Gaussian Noise
of standard Deviation of 25
CONCLUSION - Since the adaptive thresholding method is
based on the analysis of statistical parameters like arithmetic
mean, geometrical mean and standard deviation of the subband
coefficients, it is more subband adaptive. Experiments
conducted on different natural images corrupted by various
noise levels to access the performance of proposed thresholding
method in comparison with VisuShrink, BayesShrink and filters
like wiener and average filters show that this method gives
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better results. Since the de-noising of images which is effected
through the proposed thresholding technique has possessed better
PSNR, this method finds its application in de-noising images
those are corrupted during transmission, which is normally
random in nature.
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